
Epilepsy syndromes 

People with epilepsy could also be classified into different syndromes supported specific clinical 

features. These features include the age at which seizures begin, the seizure types, and EEG 

findings, among others. Identifying an epilepsy syndrome is beneficial because it helps determine 

the underlying causes also as deciding what anti-seizure medication should be tried. Epilepsy 

syndromes are more commonly diagnosed in infants and youngsters. Some samples of epilepsy 

syndromes include benign rolandic epilepsy (2.8 per 100,000), childhood absence epilepsy (0.8 

per 100,000) and juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (0.7 per 100,000).[3] Severe syndromes with 

diffuse brain dysfunction caused, a minimum of partly, by some aspect of epilepsy, also are 

mentioned as epileptic encephalopathies. These are related to frequent seizures that are 

immune to treatment and severe cognitive dysfunction, as an example Lennox-Gastaut 

syndrome and West syndrome. 

Classification of Epilepsy syndromes 

Epilepsy syndromes are classified as per the age onset. 

Epilepsies with onset in childhood are a posh group of diseases with a spread of causes and 
characteristics. Some people haven't any obvious underlying neurological problems or metabolic 
disturbances. they'll be related to variable degrees of intellectual disability, elements of autism, 
other mental disorders, and motor difficulties. Others have underlying inherited metabolic 
diseases, chromosomal abnormalities, specific eye, skin and systema nervosum features, or 
malformations of cortical development. a number of these epilepsies are often categorized into 
the normal epilepsy syndromes. Furthermore, a spread of clinical syndromes exists of which the 
most feature isn't epilepsy but which are related to a better risk of epilepsy. as an example 
between 1 and 10% of these with mongolism and 90% of these with Angelman syndrome have 
epilepsy. 

In general, genetics is believed to play a crucial role in epilepsies by variety of mechanisms. 
Simple and sophisticated modes of inheritance are identified for a few of them. However, 
extensive screening has did not identify many single rare gene variants of huge effect. within the 
epileptic encephalopathies, de novo mutagenesis appear to be a crucial mechanism. De novo 
means a toddler is affected, but the oldsters don't have the mutation. De novo mutations occur in 
eggs and sperms or at a really early stage of embryonic development. In Dravet syndrome one 
affected gene was identified. 

Syndromes during which causes aren't clearly identified are difficult to match with categories of 
the present classification of epilepsy. Categorization for these cases is formed somewhat 
arbitrarily. The idiopathic (unknown cause) category of the 2011 classification includes 
syndromes during which the overall clinical features and/or age specificity strongly point to a 
presumed genetic cause. Some childhood epilepsy syndromes are included within the unknown 
cause category during which the cause is presumed genetic, as example benign rolandic 
epilepsy. Others are included in symptomatic despite a presumed genetic cause (in a minimum 
of in some cases), as an example Lennox-Gastaut syndrome. Clinical syndromes during which 
epilepsy isn't the most feature (e.g. Angelman syndrome) were categorized symptomatic but it 
had been argued to incorporate these within the category idiopathic. Classification of epilepsies 
and particularly of epilepsy syndromes will change with advances in research. 

Autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy 

Autosomal dominant nocturnal lobe epilepsy (ADNFLE) is an idiopathic localization-related 
epilepsy that's an inherited epileptic disorder that causes seizures during sleep. Onset is typically 
in childhood. These seizures arise from the frontal lobes and contain complex motor movements, 
like hand clenching, arm raising/lowering, and knee bending. Vocalizations like shouting, 
moaning, or crying also are common. ADNFLE is usually misdiagnosed as nightmares. ADNFLE 
features a genetic basis. These genes encode various nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. 



Rolandic epilepsy 

Benign centrotemporal lobe epilepsy of childhood or benign Rolandic epilepsy is an idiopathic 
localization-related epilepsy that happens in children between the ages of three and 13 years, 
with peak onset in prepubertal late childhood. aside from their seizure disorder, these patients 
are otherwise normal. This syndrome features simple focal seizures that involve facial muscles 
and regularly cause drooling. Although most episodes are brief, seizures sometimes spread and 
generalize. Seizures are typically nocturnal and confined to sleep. The EEG may demonstrate 
spike discharges that occur over the centrotemporal scalp over the fissure of Rolando of the 
brain (the Rolandic sulcus) that are predisposed to occur during drowsiness or light sleep. 
Seizures cease near puberty.Seizures may require anticonvulsant treatment, but sometimes are 
infrequent enough to permit physicians to defer treatment. 

Benign occipital epilepsy of childhood 

Benign occipital epilepsy of childhood (BOEC) is an idiopathic localization-related epilepsy and 
consists of an evolving group of syndromes. Most authorities include two subtypes, an early 
subtype with onset between three and five years, and a late onset between seven and 10 years. 
Seizures in BOEC usually feature visual symptoms like scotoma or fortifications (brightly colored 
spots or lines) or amaurosis (blindness or impairment of vision). Convulsions involving one half 
the body, hemiconvulsions, or forced eye deviation or head turning are common. Younger 
patients typically experience symptoms almost like migraine with nausea and headache, and 
older patients typically complain of more visual symptoms. The EEG in BOEC shows spikes 
recorded from the occipital (back of head) regions. The EEG and genetic pattern suggest an 
autosomal dominant transmission as described by Ruben Kuzniecky, et al Lately, a gaggle of 
epilepsies termed Panayiotopoulos syndrome[15] that share some clinical features of BOEC but 
have a wider sort of EEG findings are classified by some as BOEC. 

Childhood absence epilepsy 

Childhood absence epilepsy (CAE) may be a genetic grand mal epilepsy that affects children between the ages 

of 4 and 12 years aged, although peak onset is around five to 6 years old. These patients have recurrent absence 

seizures, brief episodes of unresponsive staring, sometimes with minor motor features like eye blinking or subtle 

chewing. The EEG finding in CAE is generalized 3 Hz spike and wave discharges. Some continue to develop 

generalized tonic-clonic seizures. This condition carries an honest prognosis because children don't usually 

show cognitive decline or neurological deficits, and therefore the seizures within the majority cease 

spontaneously with ongoing maturation. 

 


